THE NEW MYSTICISM.
BY CURTIS W. REESE.
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and depth of feeling in regard to what is believed
is the essence and the heart of the old mysticism.
But depth and intensity of feeling in regard to what is believed are
made deeper and more intense by applying and testing the belief in
actual conduct. The exultant thrill of enlistment and service in the
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The new mysticism proclaims freedom of mankind from

super-

orders as well, and declares that the consciousness of such freedom
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prerequisite to mystical experience of the finer sort.
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sciousness of intrinsic worth and of freedom in

ducive to soul serenity and spiritual poise.
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no true and
abiding satisfaction apart from free experience. Coercion whether
by associates, governments, or gods is depressing and devitalizing.
Coercive measures in connection with sub-normals and ab-normals
have a protective function, but with normal persons coercion has no
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Only between persons who are equally free can true reverence
exist.
Where subservience and fear are there is no true reverence.
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Two

ministers spoke on kindred subjects on the same evening
from the same platform. In their ecclesiastical associations one of
them dwelt in a conservative, orthodox atmosphere, the other in a
free and vital atmosphere.
The one found it necessary constantly
to modify and moderate his thought and his statements in order to
meet beforehand the charge of liberality. The other was under no
such compulsion. After due allowance was made for natural differences in temperament it was perfectly evident that the subserviency of the one had left its mark on both body and soul. The
other gentleman, who had extraordinary physical difficulties which

was the very incarnation of the
and confidence of an unfettered
experience was evident in every feature of his being. With masterly bearing he stepped out before the audience and into my mind
came the picture of a lion emerging from his native forest, head
might well have led
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one of the most
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and pitiful of creatures. Many of the mystics of the old
order seem to me to be without genuine purpose, unless the somewhat hazy desire to be absorbed in undifferentiated ultimate reality
effective
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directed, worldly, practical, democratic purpose in the old mysticism

But wherever a person intelligently conand deliberately plans a long-run program in the direction
of a goal regarded as attainable, in him is found ease and comfort
and power. It is not distance from a goal but lack of a goal that
utterly distracts a person. There is no doubt of Abraham Lincoln's
to justify its existence.

ceives

desire to free the negro, but his definite purpose of preserving the

union was a clear-cut goal that strengthened him through the awful
days of the

civil

Purposes are the dynamic of personality.

war.

method of the new mysticism. The congodhood inheres in creative action. Actually to bring
into being a new thing or a new idea, or a new emotion is to
demonstrate one's divinity. Unmeasured happiness surrounds new
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This applies with especial force to
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But whatever it is the most
valid of all mystical experience is committal and loyalty to it.
In a hospital in France a soldier boy beckoned for a physician.
As the physician approached the boy said, "Doctor, did I make good
for democracy?" "Yes," said the Doctor, "you made good." "But,
Doctor, did I do my dead level best?" "Yes, you did your dead
And in the consciousness of having made good in his
level best."
great committal, of having done his best, the soldier smiled
serenely as he passed away. In noble living is a flame which not
only lights the way of life but which also throws a radiance over
tle

the gate of death.

